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Social Media Is a Critical Part of Emergency 
Communications 

•It reaches people where they are 
•Allows us to interact directly 
•Allows us to reach the news media 
•Is a lifesaving tool in emergencies



Twitter in Emergencies

Shooting Basis
-This is where the public and media 
go for “real time” information and 
news  
 
-Twitter is about what’s happening 
now...today...with your organization 
 



Twitter in Emergencies

Shooting Basis 3.5 million 
tweets  
mentioning Ferguson published 
in 3 hours after the jury decision 



Twitter in Emergencies

Shooting Basis



• Tweet early; tweet often. It establishes 
your credibility.  

• Use (or create) an event hashtag to help 
others find your content in the deluge 

• Use video and images in your tweets

Twitter Is a Key Platform for Many Agencies



• Backup power for phone  

• WiFi hotspot and phone 
tethering 

• Plan to be self-sufficient

Be Prepared, Flexible and Go Guerrilla If Necessary!



20 years ago 	       24 hours 

10 years ago  	      4 hours 

Today  	       4 minutes 

Speed of Info Flow Through the Media



Backpack broadcast 
units from TVu and 
LiveU allow reporters to 
go live from anywhere 
using the cellular data 
network

Media is More Mobile Than Ever



Meet the “New” Face of Newsgathering

The pressures reporters are 
facing have multiplied (VIDEO) 

Walt Gray, KXTV-10 
Kaitlin Lewis (former) KFBK



LIVE VIDEO





InstaPoll!
• How	many	of	you	have	done	

a	livestream	for	your	agency? 

• How	many	have	done	one	
personally?  

• How	many	are	scared	to	
death	of	live	video?!



Live Video Is a POWERFUL Communications Tool

Live	streaming	video	is	
the	most	powerful	
social	media	tool	ever!		
 
It	is	worth	making	a	
major	effort	for	at	your	
agency	



Why Livestreaming Video?

•It is immediate (just push the button)  
•Your message is unfiltered by the media 
•Your message has massive potential to be 
shared across social platforms 
•You can alleviate some media pressure when 
you do video



Why Livestreaming Video?

•Broadcast media can use your video on the 
air (radio, TV) 

•Newspapers and any media can embed it or 
share it on their web sites 



Choosing a Platform

Key platforms are: 

Periscope (AKA Twitter Live) 
 
Facebook Live 

YouTube Live 

Instagram



Choosing a Platform

Periscope - Owned by Twitter. 
Twitter is where people turn for breaking news. 
Periscope users get a push notification that you’re 
live. 
 
Facebook Live - Biggest base of users. 
Video is prioritized by the algorithm, so it gets 
pushed into the News Feed. It’s easy to share 
content. 

Strengths: 



Choosing a Platform

Strengths: 

YouTube Live - A feature of YouTube.  
2nd biggest search engine, so it’s great place to 
house videos. 

Instagram Live - Relatively new. 
Effective way to reach younger followers 



Max Video Lengths for Various Platforms

60 sec IG feed 
15 sec IG Stories 
  1 hr   IG Live 

Twitter/Twitter Live

Periscope

Facebook Live

YouTube Live

Instagram

2 min 20 sec (recorded) 
Unlimited (live)
Unlimited

4 hours

12 hours



Choosing a Platform

In general: 

• Choose the platform where you have the biggest 
audience 

• Cross-promote your upcoming livestreams on other 
platforms you’re active on



Promotion Example

Do a tweet with a still image or a short Twitter video 
saying:  
 
“Coming up at 10:00 a.m. on our Facebook Page, we’ll 
have an update on the flood situation.” 
 
Include the direct link in the text of the post,



Facebook Live = Massive Algorithm Action!

Facebook	pushes	out	
live	video	like	craaazy	
in	the	News	Feed!	 

Live	video	IS	what’s	
working	right	NOW!



Facebook Live

• Subscribers are notified 
when you go live 

• Viewers can comment 
• 4-hour broadcast limit 
• You can keep the replay on 

the page or delete it, and 
save the recording to your 
device



Periscope is Connected to Twitter

Periscope	is	owned	by,	
and	connected	to	TwiJer	
and	TwiJer	Live	

TwiJer	is	where	people	
go	for	breaking	news	



What Live Video Does for You!

• Humanizes your agency 
and helps you show the 
heart in what you do 

• Develops the Know, Like 
and Trust factor



What Live Video Does for You!

• Positions your agency as 
an expert and credible 
information source 

• Builds connection as 
viewers come know you



What Live Video Does for You!

• Creates community 
understanding about the 
miracles your agency pulls 
off each day 

• Demonstrates 
professionalism



What Live Video Does for You!

Shows	the	WHY	
in	what	you	do!



4 Types of Livestreams in an Emergency

1. From the EOC/JIC giving urgent news 
release information or key bullet points 
(Information Update) 

2. From a community location, such as a 
shelter, donation center, or recovery center 

3. From the site of a news conference 

4. From the site of a community meeting



Santa Rosa Wildfire  
 

Santa Rosa Police Chief 
Hank Schreeder 

talks about Facebook Live



Montecito Mudslides 

Anthony Wagner 
Santa Barbara Police Dept. PIO 

(VIDEO)



Santa Rosa Wildfire 
Livestream Examples  

 
Fountaingrove Reopens Tomorrow 

Oct. 20, 2017 (VIDEO)





Santa Rosa Wildfire 
Livestream Examples  

 
From Community Location (VIDEO)



The Challenge You Face In a Crisis



1) Set up a spot to livestream 
and record videos 

2) Make sure you have a 
strong cellular or wifi signal

Video in a JIC/EOC



3) Assign one or two PIO’s 
who are comfortable on 
camera 

4) Decide what platform(s) 
you will use

Video in a JIC/EOC



5) Make sure you have a 
tripod with mount, plug in 
mic, and LED video light 

6) Use a tablet to use as a 
second livestream monitor

Video in a JIC/EOC



7) Decide a format for your 
broadcasts. Example: 
   -Intro  
   -Bullet points with latest info 
   -How public can help 
   -Answer some questions 
   -Call to Action step 
   -Promote next broadcast

Video in a JIC/EOC



Up Next: DWR Oroville Dam Periscope 



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
1.   You’ll need your tallest floor tripod, a 
wired smartphone mic with extension cords 
(or a wireless mic with a phone adaptor cord) 
and a backup battery for your phone 
 
2.   If it’s your event, place your tripod and 
camera in a prime position



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
3.   Audio is CRITICAL. You must either get 
your mic on the podium, or get it in front of a 
PA speaker. I keep at least 4 six-foot mic 
extension cords in my kit, and gas tape to 
tape the cord down if needed. 
 
4.   If the event uses a portable PA system, 
you could run your mic to the speaker tripod. 
            and tape it to the tripod’s pole.



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
5.   Camera position runs a close second to 
audio in importance. You can’t shoot from the 
back of the room with a smartphone. Get 
close to the podium however you can. 
 
6.   Do all the normal things to prepare for 
your broadcast, including the title with the 
event, date and time



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
7.   But…start a couple of minutes before the 
start of the news conference so you can build 
your audience and preview the event. 
 
8.   Unplug your podium mic temporarily and 
speak closely into the phone’s mic, or plug in 
a second mic that is clipped to your shirt. 
Here’s what to say:



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisHere’s What The “Intro” Sounds Like
“Welcome everyone. This is Kerry Shearer for the City of Santa 
Rosa Public Information Team, and we’re live at a news 
conference that’s about to begin.” State and local fire officials 
will be updating the Tubbs fire, plans for returning some 
evacuated residents, and detailing resources available to you to 
help in the recovery effort. You can see that officials are getting 
into place and preparing to start. We’re here at Santa Rosa high 
school. That’s a CalFire official who will be speaking about the 
status of the firefight. We’d appreciate you sharing this 
broadcast on your social media…”



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
9.   And then, as soon as the news conference 
is about to begin, plug the podium mic back 
into your phone. 
 
10.   Pan the camera as needed to follow the 
action. Pinch the screen to zoom in and 
tighten the shot if necessary.



The Challenge You Face In a CrisisThe STEPS: Live Type #3 (News Conference)
11.   When the news conference ends, unplug 
the podium mic again and narrate a close to 
the event 

12.   Remember to post the video when 
you’re done



Facebook Live Demo 
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